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Bad Medicine
by Pete Sheild

“Sheild sets up the perfect storm in his grandfathergrandson roadtrip adventure....[Bad Medicine] is
an elegantly told, fast-paced thriller that will have
American western history buffs turning pages.”
– Lisa Lickel, author of the Buried Treasure cozy
mystery series
“Readers will feel as if they have been dropped smack
into the middle of a dig site in 1969 South Dakota.
With a strong sense of place and time, this book grabs
the reader and doesn’t let go.”
– Kim Suhr, author of Nothing to Lose (Cornerstone
Press) and director of Red Oak Writing.
“A fast-paced story with a unique premise and a fresh
take on the classic treasure hunter story.”
– Amanda Waters, author of You Again
“...an adventurous, engaging, page-turner.”
– Lee Whittlesey, National Park Service Historian
& author of eight books, including Storytelling in
Yellowstone

Dr. Colby Phillips, a
professor of anthropology
and archeology, sets out with
his grandson Jimmy to dig in
South Dakota Indian graves,
searching for the Thomas
Jefferson
Peace
Medal,
the Holy Grail of artifact
collecting.
They quickly learn they are
in a race with bandits and
bureaucrats, a river is rising,
and the whole enterprise may be damned, but with new friends
and a revised sense of his own strength, Dr. Phillips stands up
to everything that is in his way—including his own desires.
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